In 2014, Brazilians solemnly observed the 50th anniversary of the military coup of 1964. The Comissão Nacional da Verdade (National Truth Commission, CNV), entrusted by the government to thoroughly analyze and publicize (but not punish) the massive human rights abuses of the military regime, published a 4,300 page final report in December 2014 that detailed the pervasive attacks on civil, legal, and political rights as well as the illegal imprisonment, torture, and forced exile of tens of thousands and the direct political assassinations of 434 left-wing oppositionists. During emotional events throughout the year, family members, friends, and comrades paid homage to the victims and public monuments were dedicated by state officials and social movements in several cities. The extensive media coverage of the events was accompanied by the publication of a plethora of new scholarly books, memoirs, autobiographies, and journalistic investigations as well as the release of documentaries and display of historical exhibitions to coincide with the anniversary. All these events constituted a profound experience of
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national reckoning with the brutal military dictatorship that lasted for over two decades.

As Antonio Luigi Negro, Larissa Rose Corrêa, and Paulo Fontes remind us, the union movement and workers more generally were the central targets of the 1964 military coup itself and the object of the repressive military regime as well as the active subjects of its overthrow. The generals, supported by American imperialism in the context of the Cold War, large national and multinational employers, conservative sections of the middle class, and the corporate media, forcibly deposed President João Goulart in 1964 to prevent the further radicalization of working-class struggles that, in the late 1950s and early 1960s, had increasingly threatened capitalist order. It then governed with an iron fist for more than two decades in the interest of key sectors of multinational and national capital. Repressive legal and police measures against strikes and independent union organization, including the firing, arrest, and sometimes murder of union militants, were central planks of the military regime. Indeed, at least one quarter of the 434 direct political assassinations were of workers active in the labour movement. This proportion would increase significantly if we include “worker-students” – that is, university students who were expelled or abandoned their studies to participate in the labour movement and the struggle against the dictatorship. And the weight of workers among the victims of the regime becomes particular impressive if we include the more than 1,500 rural workers killed (with condemnations in only eight cases) during the dictatorship by employers’ thugs under the cover of a repressive political environment. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, a protracted economic crisis and a wave of strikes and popular mobilizations sealed the fate of the military dictatorship, forcing the generals to relinquish control in 1985. 
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At first glance, it is thus particularly surprising that the extensive crop of scholarly studies published in 2014 included few specific histories of the role of the working class during the military regime. This reflects in part the newness of Brazilian labour history and the particular institutional and political context in which it emerged. The writing of labour history in Brazil only reemerged in the 1980s after two decades of direct and indirect censorship and fear of persecution during the dictatorship. E.P. Thompson’s *The Making of the English Working Class*, highly influential in the revolution in labour and social history in Europe and North America in the 1960s and 1970s, was only published in Portuguese for the first time in 1987.6 It thus took some time to intellectually and institutionally consolidate a coherent historiographical field: while there were important labour histories published immediately before and after the end of the dictatorship, it is noteworthy that the Brazilian labour history journal, *Mundos do Trabalho*, only began in 2009.7 It was also symptomatic that the first edition of a popular Brazilian historiography textbook, first published in 1997, had surveys on business history and the use of computers in historical inquiry, but failed to include a specific article on labour history.8

Moreover, the field emerged exactly at the same time as the cultural turn in historiography and the political downturn of the global workers’ movement, both of which tended to influence researchers to downplay the significance of class.9 Also important, however, is that the period of the military regime is
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relatively recent with few accessible sources especially since even democratic
governments have refused to force the armed forces to open all the archives
on the period. Historians interested in the working class tend to study earlier
periods in Brazilian history especially the transition from slavery to full-bod-
ied capitalism in the late 19th century when the working class consolidated
itself and launched its first organizations. There has also been significant
research conducted on workers, unions, and political parties during the “pop-
ulist” governments of the 1930s to the 1950s.

The bulk of the scholarly books published in 2014 were general surveys that
aimed to understand the overall nature of the 1964 coup, the functioning of
the military governments and the uneven and contradictory legacy of the
regime in contemporary, democratic Brazil. While most of these studies are
generally excellent, thought-provoking and sometimes controversial studies
that touch on key aspects of the class experience during the military regime,
they do not focus specifically on Brazilian workers and their organizations.

The two books under review were thus chosen to represent scholarly
approaches to the specific history of the working class and the military dicta-
torship. Fontes’ scholarly monograph deals with diverse aspects of labour and
working-class history, focusing on the large community of migrant workers
from the northeast of Brazil who settled an outlying neighborhood of the city
of São Paulo, working largely in the chemical industry. These workers were
particularly active in the radicalization of the workers’ movement in the years
before the military coup. The second book is an edited collection, including
nine articles on Brazil, which broadly explores the social, political, economic,
and cultural history of workers before and during the military dictatorship.

The Making of the São Paulo Working Class

Paulo Fontes’ commanding study of migrant workers in the making of
the São Paulo working class was first published in Portuguese in 2008 to great
acclaim, winning the first Thomas Skidmore Prize for the best book on 20th-
century Brazilian history.10 Fontes cut his teeth on studies of E.P. Thompson
while doing graduate work at the State University of Campinas (Unicamp) in
the 1990s.11 It is no surprise, therefore, that his study of northeastern migrant
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workers largely employed at the Nitro Química factory in the São Paulo region of São Miguel Paulista from 1945 to 1966 adopts specifically Thompsonian insights on the role of regional traditions and culture, shifting his emphasis from the factory and union struggles explored in a previous book to “migration, the neighborhood, and social relations” in order to “arrive at a more complex analysis of the lived working-class experience.”12 True to this perspective, Fontes uses a range of sources “from below” including 42 testimonies from male and female workers, local politicians and unionists, documentary sources from the company, state, police, and political parties as well as representations of the migrant worker in cinema, popular literature, and television. Part of what Felipe Abranches Demier calls the “Unicamp Historiographical Current,”13 this book aims to show that culture and traditions were essential elements in working-class formation and political struggles in a populist period traditionally characterized as under the strict control of corporatist labour legislation and charismatic populist politicians.

Particularly important in Fontes’ study is a thorough analysis of how working-class formation was constituted in and through the diverse and complex social networks of the migrant community in the particular space of the working-class region of São Miguel Paulista: “In this conceptualization, space is not only a locus where class formation occurs; it is part of the process.”14 He thus aims to update the prevalent “community studies” common in labour history in the 1980s and 1990s, integrating space and networks of social relations as constituent factors in class and community formation. He cites Brazilian, Argentinian, American, and British working-class community histories as influences on his decision to explore “connections between migrants and their social networks; connections between workplace and neighborhood; issues of urbanization; the local and national political scene; family and gender relations; the vicissitudes of economic development and the job market; and organizational experiences both formal and informal.”15

The State University of Campinas included numerous historians influenced by the work of Thompson, including Sidney Chalhoub, Michael Macdonald Hall, Robert Slennes, Silvia Lara and Claudio Batalha.
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Employing these conceptual lenses, Fontes deconstructs a number of myths in the conventional narrative of the migrant working-class experience in São Paulo whose industrialization relied on masses of workers from rural areas in several northeastern states. Adapting modernization theory for the Brazilian context, many social scientists in the 1960s and 1970s emphasized the rural origins of the industrial proletariat to explain their supposed apathy and lack of class consciousness. They contrasted “rural backwardness” with “modern urban” social relations in an attempt to explain the allegedly tight adhesion of many industrial workers to populist unions and political projects at the local, state, and national level. Even criticisms of “populism” developed by left-wing sociologists tended to view migrant workers as politically inexperienced and manipulated from above by populist politicians.16

Reacting to the empirical and conceptual problems of “populism,” other historians developed a paradigm of “labourism” in the 1990s and 2000s, criticizing populism for its imprecision and inclination to see workers simply as objects of manipulation by populist politicians and the state with little construction of reciprocal social relations. Instead, they posited that workers formed part of a labourist project that comprised common identities and a common class consciousness expressed in formal political terms through labourist political parties and politicians. Fontes, however, rejects both populism and labourism as conceptual frameworks to understand working-class formation in São Miguel Paulista.

The traditional populist explanation is simply inaccurate as well as condescending: migrants were not at all helpless victims of the transition from rural to urban industrial settings. In the first three chapters, Fontes explores how migrants built their working-class community through a sophisticated range of survival strategies based on the support of family and friends and the assistance of informal social networks of other migrants from the same community of origin to curtail the risks of the migration process. Lured by stories from family members and friends of relatively well-paid factory work with social rights (labour legislation and social programs) in the exciting big city, northeasterners suffered first from a journey of thousands of kilometres that frequently included long stretches of travel on overcrowded and unhygienic boats, trains, buses and, increasingly, trucks owned by labour recruiters. Indeed, Fontes mines popular cultural sources to highlight the frequently made comparisons of this journey with the slave ships that forcibly brought African slaves to Brazil from the 16th to the 19th centuries. Racism against Blacks and discrimination based on regional origin by employers and state officials were indeed ubiquitous elements of the experience of

newly-arrived migrants, frequently and unjustly scapegoated as responsible for a variety or urban problems.17

Yet the migrants were neither alone nor inexperienced. Few people came to São Paulo without contacts of friends and family and well-made plans of where to stay temporarily and where to search for work. Usually families as a whole discussed the possibilities of migration, sending young bachelors first; upon successfully finding work, they would invite siblings and other kin and friends to the city. Return rates in the early period were also high, reaching as much as 40 per cent in 1953.18 In fact, Fontes shows that the supposed instability of northeastern migrants and their inability to adapt actually revealed a rational survival strategy: many migrants maintained a piece of land in their community where they still had family and relatives as “insurance.” The migration process was thus one of “continual, circular displacement between rural and urban areas.”19

Once arrived in São Paulo, social and familial contacts were key to finding work in a labour market characterized by a strong demand for unskilled workers in construction and industry. Either through labour recruiters or through contacts from family and friends, Fontes shows a typical trajectory was to begin in an unskilled job in construction or services, gaining urban work experience and knowledge of the labour market, and then move on to an industrial job. Living in working-class neighbourhoods with strong social networks of family, friends, and their communities of origin, migrants were frequently hired by companies that employed their relatives or acquaintances from the same regions. This contributed to the consolidation and deepening of existing loyalties.

Perhaps the most innovative practice of migrants was self-construction of their own houses in the urban periphery. Home ownership signified some semblance of economic security in the context of the volatile labour market and economy of the big city and also represented a modest investment. Houses were built gradually with friends and family in a process known as the “mutirão” (mutual effort) on often irregular lots bought on installment. By the 1980s, as many as half the houses in the entire city of São Paulo were built this way.20 Fontes argues that such a strategy actually reflects how the migrant’s rural origin actually benefitted, rather than harmed them, as the
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populist interpretation stresses, in the transition to urban, industrial life.\(^{21}\) Neighbourhood solidarity and community ties were forged through these common experiences rooted in a particular place. Contrary to the “labourist” interpretation that focuses solely on the workplace and formal politics, therefore, Fontes concludes that the construction of urban neighbourhood and regional solidarities were essential experiences that assisted in union and political organization.

What does this have to do with the military coup of 1964 and the dictatorship? Far from docile or puppets of populist politicians, workers in São Miguel were enthusiastic and independent-minded trade unionists and political militants who built significant class-based organizations in the two decades before the coup. A strong Chemical Workers’ Union was established at Nitro Quimica that organized strikes throughout this period, participating actively in the famous strike waves of the late 1950s and early 1960s. This union, as in many other industrial unions composed of migrant workers in São Paulo, was characterized by a rank and file rebelliousness that frequently pitted strikers against their own union leadership and political parties.\(^ {22}\) Residents’ associations founded by workers in the region were also important actors in campaigns for neighbourhood improvement and against cost of living increases.\(^ {23}\)

Getúlio Vargas, the ex-dictator and founder of the Brazilian Labour Party (PTB), whose labour legislation in 1943 established labour and union rights for the first time in Brazil, was widely popular at the federal level while the populist mayor of São Paulo, Adhemar de Barros, counted on the support of São Miguel’s workers. The Brazilian Communist Party (PCB) established its largest São Paulo branch (more than 1,000 members) in the neighbourhood in the late 1940s. Communist militants were soon elected to the union leadership and organized numerous neighbourhood rallies, strikes, and political activities in 1945 and 1946 around both workplace- and neighbourhood-related demands such as wage and benefits increases and improvements in urban infrastructure and services. And Fontes emphasizes that in “São Miguel, as in other places, the Communist militants incorporated popular cultural manifestations into political life. Dances, parties, and music were frequent Party events.”\(^ {24}\) Indeed, the strong cultural life and ties of neighbourhood solidarity established by the workers was central to the political organization of the region’s workers.

Election campaigns involving the PCB alone or in coalitions with other parties also received strong support from São Miguel’s workers. Numerous communist federal and state deputies as well as the governors of the state of São
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Paulo and later mayors of the city, Adhemar de Barros and Jânio Quadros, were elected from the 1940s to the 1960s through the solid support of the new industrial working class in regions like São Miguel. Even after the banning of the PCB in 1947, Communists continued to have a strong clandestine influence in the region. Despite all its dubious twists and turns and electoral alliances with the PTB and the Social Democratic Party, the PCB remained a significant force in the region at the time of the coup.

Fontes underlines that conflict and reciprocity characterized relations between São Miguel’s workers and politicians. Cutting against the arguments of both the populist and labourist interpretations of the period, he shows that workers were not a “maneuverable mass” of the populists or of the communists. He highlights “the decisive role of the networks of local contacts that defended and struggled for those leaders on a daily basis and, in electoral periods, mobilized to run the candidates’ local campaigns.” Residents expected politicians to respond to their demands for local urban services while unionized workers pressured their communist leaders to take firm stances in salary and benefits campaigns. Indeed, both the strength of left populist and communist union leaders and politicians was based on their ability to deliver on workers’ demands. As Ruy Braga puts it in other words, confirming Fontes’ analysis, workers developed a “practical class politics” that “shaped … the relationship of the rank and file with the unions, helping to reproduce the precarious hegemony of populist regulation.”

It was not surprising, therefore, that workers in São Miguel were actively involved in the increasingly radicalized union and political activities of the early 1960s that provided the backdrop for the military coup of 1964. At the local level, the union dramatically increased its membership, built solid rank-and-file networks of shop stewards, and engaged in militant salary and workplace safety campaigns with broad participation by the majority of workers. Fontes’ interviewees and documentary evidence also shows avid support at the federal level for the democratization of the state and the radical economic and social “Base Reforms” of the federal government of João Goulart from 1962 to 1964 that aimed to increase social and economic rights for the rural and urban working class.

After the military coup, the union and its militants suffered brutal repression, but the solid organization built up over two decades persisted in neighbourhood organization after the factory was closed in 1966. One of the dissident communist workers at the Nitro factory, Virgílio Gomes da Silva, became a leading member of the armed struggle against the dictatorship and commanded the spectacular kidnapping of the US Ambassador in 1969. He was caught soon after and died in custody after extensive torture.

What Fontes accomplishes in this excellent book is the resolution of the frequently lamented lack of the social history of politics in working-class historiography. Creatively utilizing a variety of sources, it is a convincing blend of both the social and political history of the working class in São Miguel, emphasizing how neighbourhood cultural and regional solidarities fostered political organization, sustaining a tight-knit working-class community. It contributes greatly to both the tradition of working-class community studies and the political history of the 1964 coup and the two-decade military dictatorship that has shaped Brazilian history in the last 50 years. Historians of the working class in other geographical and cultural contexts would benefit greatly from a reading of Fontes’ book.

Nevertheless, while correctly valorizing the community and struggles of São Miguel’s workers, Fontes may lose sight of the distinct limits of the working-class political organization under the tutelage of left populists and communists in the period. If workers created spaces for struggle within the corporatist labour relations structure created by Vargas in the 1940s and 1950s and successfully pressured populist politicians to advance their interests, they still operated within an authoritarian union structure closely integrated into the state and within the limited horizons of a nationalist and reformist political project. What did the remarkable rank-and-file militancy signify without the effective advancement of an independent union politics against the rigidity of a corporatist union structure that gave significant power to both employers and the state labour bureaucracy? What did it mean for workers to support labourist and populist politicians, either directly or in fair-weather alliances with the communists, who would end up ardently supporting the military coup in 1964 and the dictatorship? What did it mean for workers to support a PCB that had misplaced faith in a “progressive national bourgeoisie” and failed to prepare for the coup despite glaring signs that it was underway? At the end of the day, what did it mean for workers to abscond from the struggle against the capitalist order in whatever particular form it comprised?

Repudiating Revisionism

The title of the collection edited by Marcelo Badaró Mattos and Rubén Vega, Trabalhadores e Ditaduras: Brasil, Espanha e Portugal (Workers and Dictatorships: Brazil, Spain and Portugal) is misleading. Nine of the thirteen essays actually deal with Brazil, exploring diverse aspects of the politics and culture of the working-class experience during the military dictatorship. The book is divided into three sections: the first part explores the more general processes of the rise and fall of 20th-century dictatorships, firmly analyzing them through the lenses of capitalism and class. The essays in the following
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section study particular actions of the working class during the dictatorship, including struggles by shantytown dwellers in Rio de Janeiro and rural and urban workers. The final section includes three articles on aspects of working-class culture and education during the military regime.

To properly situate the collection, it is important to briefly digress to discuss the fierce debates in the historiography of the Brazilian military regime especially the “revisionist” interpretations which are roundly repudiated in this collection. Classic studies of the coup and ensuing military regime by Luíz Alberto Moniz Bandeira and René Dreifuss published in the late 1970s and early 1980s particularly stressed the role of large national and international capital both in the destabilization of the populist and developmentalist Goulart government before the coup and the political economy of the military dictatorship itself. For Moniz Bandeira, the coup was an articulated response to the economic and political crisis of populism, punctuated by the thorough radicalization of workers’ and social movements in the immediate pre-coup period. Dreifuss charted how in the early 1960s two key intellectual and political think tanks funded and organized by both national and international capital formulated a national economic policy centred on the production of durable consumer goods and capital goods with a high aggregate value. Essential to this process was the subordination of national to foreign capital, increasing the rate of profit through the radical concentration of incomes, the reduction of workers’ rights won during the 1940s and 1950s and the fostering of a middle-class consumer market. For three years, they actively funded opposition parties, mounted a massive propaganda campaign against the Goulart government and even organized massive street demonstrations against the government’s agrarian, social policy and labour reforms. After the coup, the key figures in these think tanks were incorporated into the military regime’s bureaucracy, largely determining, in alliance with the generals, the economic and political policies of the dictatorship until the mid-1970s.

Phyllis Parker’s study of “Operation Brother Sam,” detailing the role of US imperialism in this process, complemented these pioneering studies.
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Materialist and Marxist-influenced historians and social scientists continue to be influenced by these rich empirical and theoretical explorations, focusing on the transformations of Brazilian capitalism in the 1950s, the economic and political crisis of populism, and the emergence of a new “power bloc” that engineered the coup in alliance with the military and proceeded to determine the key economic and political policies of the regime. In short, the focus was on the role of powerful economic groups and classes, economic transformations, and political power. To capture these complex dynamics within political structures and civil society, Dreifuss even used the terms “Civil-Military” coup and dictatorship to describe the military regime while subsequent authors coined the term “Entrepreneurial-Military” regime.33

Appreciative critics of this focus on economic and political power structures, capitalism and class, convincingly argued that while such analyses captured important economic and political processes they neglected the autonomous role of the military and overlooked resistance to the coup and the subsequent regime.34 Beginning in the 1990s, however, a revisionist historiographical current arose that sought to fundamentally rethink the nature of the post-war populist governments, the causes of the coup, and the nature of the 1964–1985 dictatorship. While such scholars denounced the violent repression and censorship of the military regime, they aimed to shift the focus away from the actions of the dominant classes and the military to the problematic politics and failures of the left, the workers’ and social movements and the Goulart government.

The first salvo in the revisionist attack on Dreifuss was fired by the political scientist, Argelina Figueiredo. She argued forcefully that the radicalism of the workers’ movement and the Goulart government in the pre-coup years was partly responsible for the violent antidemocratic reaction of the military.35 The historian Jorge Ferreira argued similarly that at the beginning of 1964 between “the radicalism of the left and of the right, an ample parcel of the population just silently watched the conflicts.” The ruling class and the military,
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he argues, were not just reacting to, but were even “scared” of the radicalism of the period. Daniel Aarão Reis has also argued in a series of studies that there was a distinct lack of democracy in the pre-coup left and workers’ movement and a dangerous attachment to the notion of socialist revolution. Most recently, he has employed the term “Civil-Military Dictatorship” much differently than Dreifuss, arguing that a majority of the Brazilian population was partially complicit in the dictatorship through their supposed ample support for the coup and the military regime. Rounding out this current was the well-placed journalist Elio Gaspari, with access to documents by ex-members of the regime unavailable to other researchers, who posited in his four-volume study of the dictatorship, that Goulart and his union backers were supposedly also planning a similarly undemocratic coup to implement their reform package. In sum, the revisionist camp, Marcos Napolitano criticizes, “understands the Jango government as a paradigm of administrative incompetence, irresponsible populism and an ideological imposture of the left as a whole.”

By the 40th anniversary of the coup, this revisionist current would constitute the dominant interpretation among mainstream Brazilian academics. Such revisionism fit well in the context of the downturn of the left internationally, the widespread rejection of Marxism and materialist analyses, and the growing influence of “culturalist” interpretations. In the Brazilian context, it also combined neatly with the increasing embrace of neoliberalism by the Workers’ Party (PT) governments from 2003 onwards and the emergence of both conservative criticisms of the working-class reformism of the PT and the attraction of some intellectuals to a “Third Way” social democracy represented by the Brazilian Social Democracy Party.

The essays in Trabalhadores e Ditaduras are largely focused on repudiating these revisionist arguments and furthering the research program first launched by Moniz Bandeira, Dreifuss and other left-wing scholars. Gilberto Calil demonstrates that shifts in Brazilian capitalism, the political crisis of populism, and the articulations of employers’ associations, right-wing intellectuals and politicians and conservative think tanks to resolve these problems through an essentially anti-worker program were central elements in the preparation of the coup and the political economy of the military regime.

Mendonça charts the actions of the main representatives of agro-business who ardently backed the coup to stop the agrarian reforms proposed by Goulart and repress the militant rural workers’ movements. Based on her previous rigorous empirical studies of Brazilian agricultural capitalism and the articulations of the two main agro-business federations, she refutes the revisionist argument that right-wing forces simply reacted to the radicalization of the left. They were active and long-time participants, in alliance with national and multinational capital and with widespread political representation in municipal, state, and federal legislatures, in proposing a liberal modernization of agricultural production with strict control of rural workers and the maintenance of their centuries-old power and privileges. The agrarian reform proposed by Goulart, backed by the rural workers’ movements, threatened this plan. Building on Dreifuss’ insights, she nevertheless also pays close attention to the divisions among the agro-businesses and between them and the technocrats in the military government. She thus aptly advances the notion of a “double coup”: the powerful agro-business federations actively supported and participated in the military coup in 1964, but then organized to defeat the modernizing agricultural legislation launched by the new military government that aimed to partially redistribute land to small rural proprietors.

Marco Marques Pestana’s article on workers in Rio de Janeiro’s ubiquitous favelas (shantytowns) successfully brings together urban and labour history. He recovers the neglected stories of the Comitês Populares Democráticas (Popular Democratic Committees) organized by the PCB from 1945 to 1947 and the União dos Trabalhadores Favelados (The Favela Workers’ Union) in the 1950s and early 1960s that actively mobilized for urban infrastructural reforms for low-income residents, mostly Afro-Brazilians, and against the forced removal of irregular housing by state authorities under pressure from real-estate and construction companies. Yet Pestana does not fall into the trap of romanticizing these movements: he deftly shows that they only succeeded
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in constructing a system of negotiated control that still left much power to local politicians beholden to urban business interests.\(^{45}\) Indeed, even before the military coup, the governor of Guanabara State, that included the city of Rio, Carlos Lacerda, retook the initiative against these urban workers in the early 1960s. He forced through the removal of several favelas to aid urban development companies and negotiated a deal with the United States Agency for International Development for public housing construction, directly defying Goulart’s attempt to chart an independent foreign policy.\(^{46}\) The military coup resulted in the repression of favela leaders by military forces, the federalization of interventions in the urban landscape and the consolidation and extension of the severe urban spatial segregation that still characterizes Rio de Janeiro. Aiming to understand the role of both urban business and political interests and the federal interventions of the military government, Pestana advances the notion of an Entrepreneurial-Military regime.

Marta Ciocarri’s article aims to fill a significant lacuna in the historiography of the dictatorship by focusing on the repression of rural workers.\(^{47}\) While Brazil currently has one of the most urbanized populations in the world, the rural population only became a minority in the 1960s.\(^{48}\) Indeed, the dominance of export production in the Brazilian economy meant that rural settings were frequent stages for the political and economic interventions of the military government. The public imaginary of resistance to the military regime focuses mostly on the student movement and the armed struggle,\(^{49}\) but Ciocarri shows through oral testimonies and extensive documentary evidence that the proliferation of rural workers’ unions before the coup and the Ligas Camponesas (Peasants’ Leagues) organized by the PCB in the 1940s and 1950s were key actors in the politics of the period. Indeed, rural workers’ organizations suffered disproportionately from the repression of the military regime although they are frequently left out of the story and the official statistics on deaths, tortures and exiles since much violence was meted out by private agents of the big landowners and agro-businesses. The author also significantly reveals the continuity of the repressive practices against rural unionists who suffered before, during, and after the military dictatorship by rural oligarchies tied to the dominant power structures.

By focusing on urban unions, Marcelo Badará Mattos’ contribution also deepens our understanding of the continuities of both struggles and repression from the 1950s to the 1980s. He emphasizes the advances and limits of workers’ struggles during the populist period in the context of a union structure institutionally linked tightly to the state. He also clearly outlines that unions were the key targets of the generals, business leaders, and conservative politicians who orchestrated the coup and constructed the military regime. Soon after the coup, there were federal interventions in more than 433 union entities with independent or left-wing leaders arrested and fired and then replaced by business unionists who faithfully did the bidding of the state labour courts and employers. Mattos does not fail to emphasize that despite the brutal repression, there were moments of concentrated struggle such as the 1968 metalworkers’ strikes in Osasco and Contagem and during the 1970s the emergence of the Oposição Sindical Metalúrgico de São Paulo (The Metalworkers’ Union Opposition, osmsp) that courageously chipped away at the business unionist model imposed by the dictatorship.

While there were clear ruptures with the rise of the “authentic” unionists led by Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (Lula) in the mid-1970s that contributed to the downfall of the dictatorship, Mattos never loses sight of the distinct continuities between the military regime and democratic Brazil. The democratic transition period in the 1980s and 1990s was still dominated by the concentrated power of national and international capital, newly armed with the ideological support of neoliberalism. When Lula assumed the presidency in 2003, he not only neglected the PT’s traditional promises of establishing an independent union structure, but actually deepened the vertical structure of corporate unionism as a mechanism of control, bureaucratically integrating the unions into the state. This was accomplished both through cooperative negotiations with the main trade union federations tied to the PT and the incorporation of literally thousands of former unionists into the government as directors of joint government-union pension funds and state companies.

He concludes that historians should never forget the fact that the end of the dictatorship did not mean that workers’ struggles were finished. In fact, the current democratic regime continues serving the same dominant class that was largely in charge of the Brazilian state during the military regime.

As in most collections, the contributions are uneven. Two of the three excellent articles in the last section on culture, for example, are not directly connected to the working class. And the collection suffers from a glaring omission of women workers. In general, the collection succeeds in reasserting the importance of the questions of capitalism, class, and power and makes significant contributions to previously neglected workers such as favela dwellers and rural workers. Yet it also reveals the many gaps in the historiography. In addition to mining new sources and studying previously neglected groups of workers in certain cities or regions, working-class historians of the period could fruitfully integrate new and innovative areas in the general historiography of the dictatorship – historical memory and the particular experiences of Brazilian women, Blacks, and gays, for example – with a focus on the working class. Thanks to the study by Paulo Fontes and the collection edited by Mattos and Vega, this important task has already begun.


Health and Safety in Canadian Workplaces

Jason Foster and Bob Barnetson

Every year, nearly 1000 Canadians die from work-related causes and almost 240,000 report serious injuries.

Clearly, workplaces are still dangerous and the injury prevention efforts of governments and employers are not effective. In this volume directed at workers, employers, and trade unions, readers will not only become acquainted with the technical elements of occupational health and safety but also the political dynamics that determine what workplace hazards are recognized and controlled.

Without Apology

Writings on Abortion in Canada

Edited by Shannon Stettner

With the particular aim of moving beyond the polarizing rhetoric that has characterized the issue of abortion and reproductive justice for so long, Without Apology is an engrossing and arresting account that will promote both reflection and discussion.